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Do SMEs matter?

Source: Stein, Goland
and Schiff (2010)



Access to finance – the size gap

Source: Beck, Maimbo, Faye andTriki (2011)



Financing is an important obstacle

Source: Beck, Maimbo, Faye andTriki (2011)



…and these obstacles are more
binding for SMEs

Growth constraints across firms of different
sizes
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…which can result in a missing middle

Growth differential following initial size (average growth of Ivorian firms minus average growth of German firms).
Source: Sleuwagen and Goedhuys (2002)



Unpacking the universe of SMEs
Different segments to be distinguished

 Microenterprises: informal, household- or family based

 Small enterprises – formal; often “missing middle”

 Medium-size enterprises: aspiring, export-oriented etc.

Differentiation between subsistence and transformational
enterprises is critical for

 Discussion on job creation

 Interventions and policies for easing financing constraints

We need different policies and approaches for these different
groups!



Small business finance – in between
micro and SME finance

 Increase information
 UID program in India, link unique ID to credit information
 FIP in Indonesia

 Reduce distance between bank and client
 Mobile banking (e.g. Kenya)
 Agency model (e.g. India)

 Look beyond traditional banks for financial service provision

 Look beyond banking and debt
 OTC equity exchange for India – for mid-sized companies
 Private equity, venture capital, angel financing (diaspora

resources, remittances?)



Policies and institutions to ease small
firms’ financing constraints
 Institutional framework
 Creditor rights, contract enforcement

 Collateral registries

 Transparency
 Credit information sharing (e.g.: Central and Eastern Europe)
 Reputation collateral

 Reduction in informality

 Accounting and auditing standards

 Banking market structure and competition
 No clear mapping from ownership structure into successful SME

outreach

 But lack of competition can undermine SME lending
 Easier to lend to corporates, consumers and governments

 No need to innovate



Small vs. large banks -
Relationship vs. transaction lending
 Relationship lending is based on soft information and long-term relationship;

requires geographic, social, economic proximity between lender and
borrower; more appropriate technique for small banks

 Transaction lending is based on hard information, such as financial
information, more appropriate for large banks who can incur high fixed costs
that often come with these technologies

 SMEs have little if any hard information and hard assets

 Seems to imply that a larger share of small banks is conducive to more SME
lending:

 BUT: there are transaction techniques tailored for SME lending that imply
scale economies and are thus better for large banks.

 Asset-based lending

 Credit scoring

 Factoring

 A diversified financial system might be best option



Relationship vs. transaction-based
lending: the evidence

 Cross-country and country-specific evidence shows banks use both relationship and
transaction based lending techniques

 Different banks use different techniques:
 Large and foreign-owned banks use predominantly transaction-based lending

 Domestic and smaller banks use predominantly relationship lending

 Country-level evidence for Bolivia shows that foreign banks use transaction-based
and domestic banks relationship-based lending for the same client group

 Evidence speaks for a diverse banking sector with different approaches to SMEs

 Evidence on Central and East Europe: a higher share of relationship-based lender
reduces access to credit for SMEs less during recession; no difference in boom
periods (Beck et al., 2015); similar finding for country studies on Italy (Bolton et
al., 2014; Presbitero et al., 2014)

 Important side note: not clear mapping of foreign/domestic with relationship and transaction-based
lender



Small Business Financing – Government’s Role
 Focusing on contestability of financial markets
 Low entry barriers
 Infrastructure open to all financial institutions
 No regulatory barriers to innovation
 Challenge funds

 Pro-market activism
 Do not replace markets, but help overcome market failures
 Well-designed, limited (time, resources etc.) interventions might help
 Demonstration effect for private sector
 Trial and error, no one size fits all
 Providing infrastructure, overcoming scale problems
 Post offices as platform for financial service provision
 Platform for factoring (Mexico)

 Subsidizing transaction costs of lenders (NOT interest rates)
 Partial credit guarantee schemes
 Additionality vs. sustainability
 Successful examples, e.g. in Chile



Looking forward

Need more evidence-based policy making
 Different methodologies for different questions
 Policy and institutions: cross-country/reform implementation

 Financial innovation: on financial institution level

 Understanding SMEs’ financing constraints and how to alleviate them
 Co-ordinated Country Case Studies - Innovation and Growth, Raising

Productivity in Developing Countries (DFID funded)

 Research in Southeast Europe and Caucasus: role of collateral and maturity
structure on small enterprises’ investment choices (funded by EFSE)

 DGGF Evaluation

 Microcredit vs. small business lending
 What can one learn from the other?

 More focus on demand-side constraints – looking beyond the firm to
the entrepreneur



Conclusions
 SMEs are the private sector of developing countries

 Critical to differentiate between different segments of the
SME population

 Different financial service providers: banks, MFIs, capital
markets

 Different lending techniques and complementary services:
technical training, business development

 Policy levers on different levels:
 Long-term institution building

 Competition and innovation

 Providing the market a helping hand
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